
- Male researchers more often value and engage in research 
mainly aimed at scientific progress, which is more cited.

- Female researchers more often value and engage in research mainly aimed 
at contributing to societal progress, which has more abstract views.

- Our findings have implications for evaluation and funding policies and 
practices.



- There is a well-documented gap between the observed number 
of works produced by women and by men in science.

- Women in research teams are significantly less likely than men to be credited 
with authorship [unacknowledged contributions].

- The gender gap is present across most scientific fields and almost all career 
stages.

- The reason that women are less likely to be credited is because their work is 
often not known, is not appreciated or is ignored.



- Geosciences remain one of the least diverse fields.
- Scientists of color, women and non-binary individuals, 

scientists with disabilities, and LGBQPA+ scientists more frequently 
experienced negative interactions, including interpersonal mistreatment, 
discriminatory language, and sexual harassment.

- A majority of geoscientists reported avoiding their colleagues and almost a 
third considered leaving their institution or a career change.



- The leaky pipeline phenomenon refers to the disproportionate
decline of female scientists at higher academic career levels
and is a major problem in the natural sciences.

- Given the male dominance in senior career levels, our results emphasize that 
those feeling less impacted by the negative consequences of gender bias and 
imbalance are the ones in position to tackle the problem.



- White cis men dominate most STEM fields and are particularly 
overrepresented in positions of status and influence

- We present and discuss three overarching themes demonstrating how highly 
educated, well-intentioned people of privilege maintain their power and 
privilege despite their own intentions: (1) denying inequity is physically near 
them; (2) locating causes of inequity in large societal systems over which they 
have little influence; and (3) justifying inaction.



- Women’s participation in an ecology conference (SIBECOL)

- The gender of attendees and presenters was balanced 
(48/52% women/men). Men presented most of the keynote talks (67%) and 
convened most of the sessions.

- Our results also showed that only 32% of the questions were asked by 
women, yet the number of questions raised by women increased when the 
speaker or the convener was a woman.



- The proportion of female IPCC authors has seen a modest increase from less 
than 5% in 1990 to more than 20% in the most recent assessment reports.

- Not all women experience the same obstacles: they face multiple and diverse 
barriers associated with social identifiers such as race, nationality, command 
of English, and disciplinary affiliation.

- The scientific community benefits from including all scientists, including 
women and those from the Global South.



- Gender, race and nationality continue to be barriers.
- I stress the connection between exclusions of underrepresented

scientists in the IPCC with the persistent western belief that science is an 
objective and impartial practice.

- As climate science becomes more diverse, and evidence points toward the 
benefit of diversity for superior science, understanding barriers and 
opportunities for scientists participating in multidisciplinary and international 
reports such as the IPCC becomes increasingly important.


